Samsung Galaxy Note 9, 128GB - Midnight Bl...
Techzim Market - https://techzim.market

Price: US$933.00/ZW$76591.27
No Customer Ratings Yet

Description
This Samsung Galaxy Note 9 features the most comprehensive Android experience thanks
to the S Pen, the biggest display ever in a Galaxy Note device and an even better
battery life and storage option. This is the smartphone that delivers the very best
Samsung has to offer in performance, efficiency and all this without sacrificing any
headphone jacks. You want the latest and greatest with zero compromise? This is the
smartphone that has it all. Samsung Galaxy Note 9

Specifications
The Samsung Galaxy Note 9 is the most extreme Galaxy smartphone. It has a giant edgeto-edge screen with phenomenal clarity and detail, voted one of the very best
displays in a smartphone. It has a total of superb cameras for the very best photos
no matter what the angle. The battery is big enough to last you 2 days before you
need a top up and with the S Pen you have in your hand the most powerful Android
device on the market Qualcomm Snapdragon 845 processor The octa-core processor and
6GB of RAM deliver outstanding overall performance for opening and running
applications, flipping through menus, running home screens and more. Android 8.1
Oreo Offers a fresh, fast platform to help you stay connected and productive while
you're on the go. 4G LTE speed Provides fast web connection for downloading apps,
streaming content and staying connected on social media. See even more with Samsung
Infinity display Galaxy Note9 has a large 6.4" screen. Perfect for gaming and
streaming, the Super AMOLED display is bigger than before. Intelligently recognizes
scenes and optimizes colours for brilliant shots With a camera that automatically
enhances every picture, Galaxy Note9 does all the heavy lifting for effortless
photos. Adapts like the human eye for spectacular shots, day or night The
revolutionary dual-aperture lens self-adapts between f/1.5 and f/2.4 apertures
depending on available light, so you get beautiful photos in any light.¹
Intelligently detects flaws, so it's nearly impossible to take a bad shot With a
camera that immediately catches closed eyes or blurred images, you're always left
with a perfect on-the-spot shot. 128GB storage. Store more, delete less Galaxy Note9
has twice as much storage as Note8, which means more music, more videos, more
pictures, and less worry when it comes to space on your phone. Intelligent Bixby
interface Learns your routines to serve up the right content and apps at the right
time, keeps track of your to-do list and gives you a deeper understanding of what
you are looking at. All-new S Pen. Now with intelligence for ultimate control Still
amazing on screen, now it has more power off screen. Remotely control different
applications and capture shots from far away, scroll, play music, and stop/start
recording video. IP68 rating The phone is protected from dust and can also withstand
being submerged in 5' of static water for up to 30 minutes. Powerful, all-day
battery When you have a long-lasting battery, you really can go all day and all
night.² Cutting-edge modem for remarkably fast downloads and uploads Galaxy Note9
gives you a quick network connection for incredibly fast streaming and downloading,
so you can do more, uninterrupted.³ Use your smartphone as a mobile hotspot Share
your 4G data connection with other compatible wireless devices.
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